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The meeting was called to order at 11 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 5~ (continued) 

The CHAIRl.iAIJ: This morning the Committee 1v-ill resume its 

consideration of agenda item 54, '1Chemical and Eacteriolordcal (Riolog·ical) 

Pea pons 

l-!!'~ADEH.iAH (United States of America): Ypres, 22 April 1915: Just 

before dusk a greenish cloud of chlorine gas drifted over the allied lines 

causing burning> panic and for many lingering death of unspeakable agony. 

l'<Iost survivors of that first gas attack are novr Gone, yet their cries were 

heard and echo still tlrrough this century. Their suffering led after the 

1var to the si&:nature of the 1925 Geneva Gas Protocol banning the use in -vrar 

of chemical and bacteriological weapons. 

Soviet soldiers 

pumped toxic c;as into an underground passagevay, killing 60 Afghan adults 

and 13 children. The victims of that attack decomposed immediately_ with 

flesh peelinc from their bones and blue~blacL sldn. Yet, unlike the 

casual ties of Ypres, their agonies have been ignored by a -vrorld grovm used 

to the unspeakable. 

The continuinf use of chemical weapons, responsible for the death of 

at least 10,000 persons ln Afghanistan and South East Asia, lS a major 

hurranitarian issue of our times and is in starl;: contrast to the progress all 

nations seek towards real and verifiable disarmament. Violaticn of the oldest 

arms control agreements have implications for all arms control and disarmament 

ac;reements vhich cannot be ignoreo_. Ho'lv, then) can we maintain the 

credibility of international agreements or believe ~ledges to respect 

human ric;hts? 
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'l'he 1925 Geneva gas protocol, one of the oldest arms control agreements 

still in force, prohibits the use of chemical weapons in warfare. It vas 

follmred in 1972 by the biolcp:ical anc_ tm~in Heapons Convention, vrhich forbids 

the production, stockpiling or transfer of bioloc;ical or toxin veapons. '~et 

each of these has been violated by the Soviet Union. As President nea[;an stated 

on 22 November 1982: 

nThe whole world remains outraged by the Soviets' and their allies' 

use of biological and chemical weapons at:;ainst defenceless people in 

Afghanistan, Cambodia and Laos. This e}~perience makes ironclad 

verification all the more essential for arl!lS control. 11 

Hm-r, despite all these agreements, has the w·orld recressed frow ~pres to 

South-East Asia and Afchanistan throuch three successively more lethal Generations 

of chenical >·reapons? The e;ases of the First Horld ·Far such as phosgene, chlorine 

and mustard gas gave 1rar to nerve gases, developed but not used in the Second 

Horld \Tar. Today, a third ceneration of chemical -vreapons in the fr.~rrr of lethal 

toxins has been developed and is in use by the Soviet Union. These nev killing 

aGents, vhich can be produced in large quantities, were until recently unlmmm to 

-uarfare. 

For over five decades all these vea.pons have been successfully elinlinateC: fran' 

the bE>.ttlcfields of the incustrialized 1mrlc, In the Second 1 orlc. \'ar, fear of 

retaliation uas an effective deterrent to the use of nerve pas. Yet in the third world 

protocols alone have not prevented the use of these deadly substances. In 

Ethiopia many thousands died from che~icals in the 1930s. Today there is 

conclusive evidence that they are again in widespread use against peo-ple of 

the third "irorld. 

In 1975, -vrhen reports of chemical 1-1arfare began to come from the most 

inaccessible corners of Laos, there was a tendency to disbelieve, even to seel~ 

explanations in nature. ~et in those poisonous vaD011rs sprayed from aircraft, a 

hill tribe too remote for the outside 1mrld to notice -vras beinG exposed to the 

same horrors as those of trench varfare. 
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In 1976, more reports of chemical destruction came from the remote hiGhland 

villat;es of the H ·Hone·. The victims were inhabitants of these villat;es~ men, 

women and children~ particularly the children >rho vrere the least able to resist 

the lethal effects of toxin agents. As time passed, the reports multiplied from 

many so·urces. There was no longer doubt that the H 'Hong vrere beinv victirlized, 

not by any identifiable nerve gas, but by chemicals until then unknmm to uarfare. 

They uere the products of laboratories uith long experience in the development of 

chemical warfare. In 1978, the same reports began to come from Kampuchea and in 

1979 from Afghanistan. In 1980, the United States along with other nations took 

the responsible course of bringing the issue to the United Nations. The 1925 

Protocol had made no provision for the investigation of complaints, verification 

or enforcement of cowoliance" and an investigation was set in motion by a 

resolution of the General Assembly. 

\Jhile the sophistication of Soviet chemical compounds and the remoteness of 

the areas in which they vTere used continued to stand in the way of scientific 

analysis, evidence was none the less mounting. It came from, first; the 

testimony of those vho saw and suffered. from the attacks; secondly, the testimony 

of doctors, refugee uorkers, journalists and others who questioned survivors of 

chemical use; thirdly, the testimony from defectors who carried out the actual 

attacks~ fourthly, preli1ninary analysis of physical samples from the attack sites· 

fifthly, documentary evidence from onen sources anfl intelli['ence from 

"national technical means~:. 

Taken to~;ether, it uas possible to conclude, in the words of a United States 

report circulated as United Nations document A/37/157 of 24 IIarch l982 that: 
17Lao and Vietnamese forces, operating under Soviet supervision, have, 

since 19'75, employed lethal chemical and toxin weapons in Laos; that Vietnamese 

forces have since l97E' used. lethal cherr1ical anc1 toxin ag·ents in Karnnuchea · and 

that Soviet forces have used a variety of lethal chemical vrarfare at;ents, 

including nerve cases, in Afchanistan since the Soviet invasion of that 

country in l979.n (A/37/157 annex p. G) 
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NoiT it is possible to state vrith certainty, on the basis of positive 

scientific evidence from each country, that tmdn weapons of foviet origin are 

in use in Afchanistan, ICampuchea and Laos. A comprehensive report on this evidence 

from Secretary of State Georce Shultz has been circulated as United lJations document 

A/C .1/37/10 of 1 December 1982. Secretary Shultz 1 s report concludes: 
11Reports of chemical attacks from T'ebruary through October 1982 

indicate that Soviet forces continue their selective use of chemicals 

and toxins against the resistance in Afchanistan. horeover, neu evidence 

collected in 1982 on Soviet and AfGhan Government forces' use of chemical 

wea:r;ons from 1979 throuch 1981 reinforces the previous judgment that lethal 

chemical agents vrere used on the AfGhan resistance. Physical sam.ples from 

Afghanistan also provide neil evidence of mycotoxin use. 

"Vietnamese and Lao troops, under direct Soviet supervision, have continued 

to use lethal and incapacitating chemical agents and toxins against the H'IVrong 

resistance in Laos through at least June 1982 ... 
11Trichothe cene toxins vrere found in the urine, blood and tissue of 

victims of 1 yellovr rain 1 attacks in Laos and Kampuchea and in SREJ.ples of 

resiciw.' collected after attacl;:s .•. 
1
' ••• a common factor in the evidence is Soviet involvement in the use 

of these vea"!_1ons in all three countries. Continued analysis of prior data 

and nevrly acquired information about Soviet mycotoxin research and development, 

chemical warfare training in Viet Nam, the presence of Soviet chemical 

w·arfare advisers in Laos and Viet Ham, and the presence of the same unusual 

trichothecene toxins in samples collected from all three countries reinforce 

our earlier conclusion about the complicity of the Soviet Union and 8bout 

its extent. n (A/C.l/37/10 p. 5) 

So that there is no mistaking the extent of evidence or the Gravity of 

these charges, I sh01 .. 1ld lil;:e to take a moment to review the situation in each 

of the countries I have named . In Af['hanistan, Soviet forces are ]moun to have 

used lethal chemical agents against }~ujahideei ... resistance forces and Affhan villages 

at least since the Soviet invasion in December 1979. 
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He noiT have evidence of at least 60 separate attacks through October 1982. New 

evidence indicates that the Soviets have continued the selective use of toxic 

acents in Afghanistan up to the present. ~or the first time, we have obtained 

scientific evidence of the use of mycotoxins by the Soviets through analyses 

of tuo contaminated Soviet gas masks acq_uired in Afghanistan, one directly from 

the body of a Soviet soldier. Analysis of 11aterial taken from the outside surface 

of one mask has shovm the presence of trichothecene mycotoxin. Analysis of 

a hose from the second Soviet mask shoved the presence of several mycotoxins. 

In addition, a vegetation sanple from AfGhanistan shOivs ~crPliminar'r evidence of 

the presence of mycotoxins. 
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Our hypothesis that mycotoxins have been used in Afghanistan has novr 

been confirmed. Reports during 1980 and 1981 described a yellow--brown 

mist delivered in attacks 1-rhich caused blistering, nausea, vomitinr:; and 

other symptoms sjmilar to those described by ·'yellow rain:' victir1s in 

South-East Asia. Initially it was difficult to prove that trichothecene 

mycot0xin was being used, but we are now in a position to do so. 

These scientific findings are corroborated by testimony from Soviet 

and ~fghan personnel directly involved in chemical attacks. A captured 

Soviet soldier, Anatoly Sakharov, has testified on the use of three 

chemical agents. Soviet chemical specialist Yuri Povarnitsyn has provided 

details on his mission to examine Afghan villages following a chemical 

attack. An Afghan patholo~ist has described accompanyinc Soviet chemical 

warfare personnel into contaminated areas following Soviet chemical 

attacks, and a number of former Afghan military officers have pinpointed 

storage sites for lethal agents in Afghanistan. 

In Laos, reports of chemical attacl~s against }Jt monp villages and 

guerrilla strongholds date from mid-1975 and describe over 240 separate 

incidents. H mong refugees, who have recounted the familiar details 

of attack by toxin weapons and exhibited the same severe medical 

symptoms 9 entered Thailand each month from January through June of 

this year. They brouG;ht with them more samples of 11 yellow rain11 dropped 

by aircraft and helicopters on their villages and crops. Analysis of 

these samples, some as recent as October 1982, show that the material 

used in Laos contains trichothecene toxins which cause vomitinc_ bleeding 

blistering, severe skin lesions and other symptoms observed by qualified 

doctors. Experts have concluded that the H'mong have been exnosed to a 

toxic agent and that no disease, plant or chemical occurring in nature could 

have caused such unique physical effects. 

As in Afghanistan, physical evidence - including blood samples and 

biolor:ical 3pecimens - has been corroborated by eye1.ritness accounts 

and testimony from many sources, including some responsible for the attacks. 

A complete description of chemical warfare in Laos between 1976 and 1978 

was proifided by a former pilot of the Lao People's Liberation Army who flew 
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aircraft equipped to dispense toxic chemical agents on R'mong villages 

in the Phou Bia area of northern Laos. He confirmed that the Lao People's 

Liberation Army 9 ln co-operation with the Vietnamese Army, has conducted 

chemical warfare in Laos at least since April 19'76 - that was six years 

w_;o. Since that time descriptions of the attacks have l>een remarkably 

consistent 8nd usually involve aircraft or helicopters spraying 11yellow rain" 

o~ H'mon~ villa~es and crons. 

Finally, in my review· of vrhat is happening in each of the three 

countries 
0 

in Kampuchea -vre have evidence of over 1110 separate chemical attacks. 

Since October 1978 the GuverDment of Democratic Kampuchea has regularly 

accused Viet Ham and its clients in Kampuchea of using Soviet--made chemical 

ac~ents against c;uerrilla forces and civi1ians alike. In the past year 

most of these attacl;:s have occurred near the Thai border 0 facilitating 

cuJJection of srunples and other evidence of toxin use. Analysis of blood, 

tissue, 'lrinP r; :1(l (Jther sam:J.les fro:rrt victims of such a.ttacks durine; February 

and ilarch has been performed in three countries. Uhile results differed 

according to techniques used 0 all concluded that illness had been provoked 

by toxic agents. 

Ac_sain in Kampuchea, the perpetrators themselves have provided 

details on the attacks. A Vietnamese army soldier reports that during 

operations in the Phnom Helai rec_sion he observed tno Soviet personnel firing 

hand held chemical weapons. Three hundred persons died in the attack 

he cited. This carnage is continuing, and we have reports of chemical 

l·rarfare in Kampuchea as recently as November 1982 ., that is, last month. 

I have attempted here to surnrnarize our findinr:;s with respect to each 

country as briefly as possible. These conclusions rest on a large body 

of evidence assembled with the full resources of the United States Government. 

Hundreds of samples have nov been collected from South-East Asia 

since wid~-19'79 and from Afghanistan since Hay 1980. Tissue specimer.s 

and body fluids fraN attacl( victims have been analysed both by the 
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United States Government laboratories and by those of independent American 

universities. Positive findings have also been presented before the 

internationally respected Society of Toxicoloe;y, the International Hycotoxin 

Symposium in Vienna and the Association of Analytical Chemistry. Nor are 

these findings limited to the United States. A comprehensive toxicoloe;ical 

study was carried out by Dr. Bruno Schiefer of the University of Saskatchewan 

and submitted as United Hat ions document A/37 /308 of 21 June 1982. An 

epidemiological study was initiated by the Surgeon General of the Canadian 

Armed Forces and made available to the Secretary-General on 25 August 1982. 

Research conducted in the laboratories of Thailand has also found evidence 

of toxic chemicals not naturally present in South-East Asia. 

I should like to suggest that it is easy to discount individual 

bits of evidence. One can dismiss eyewitness testimony as biased or 

~hotographs as doctored or laboratory analysis as inconclusive or testimony 

by other persons as hearsay. But when a body of evidence accurQulates" 

as it has in Afghanistan and South-East Asia, with the various components 

independently confirming chemical warfare, it is no longer possible to 

dismiss each individual item of evidence. Consider, for exam~le, the composite 

picture that emerges from testimony and evidence of chemical -.rarfare in 

Laos, A Lao pilot has testified to dropping chemical agents from a 

specially equipped aircraft; the H'mong victims have given their version 

of the aircraft and cloud of 11yellow rain" falling to the ground:, separate 

sources have confirmed the presence in the area of an aircraft of the type 

described by the pilot and the victims; subsequent medical examination of 

victims reveals symptoms caused by toxic agents; and starting in 1981 

evidence from defectors and eyewitnesses was supported by blood and tissue 

analysis from victims showing high levels of trichothecene mycotoxin. That 

is the kind of composite picture one needs to look at when examining 

this, rather than ,ookin(Z at each individual piece of evidence. 

Faced vrith massive evidence of chemical warfare, the Soviet response 

has been cynical denial. The Soviet Permanent Representative has 

attempted deliberately to obfuscate the issue by circulatinES to the 

General Assembly three documents with elaborate denials and countercharGes. 
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He dismisses the excruciating deaths caused by chemical weapons of w·ell over 

6,000 Lao, 1,000 Kampucheans and more than 3~000 Afghans as 11malicious 

fabrication", 11 unconfirmed hearsay;' and 11 a noisy propaganda campaign·7
• 

'l'he Soviet Union has even claimed in documents submitted to the General 

Assembl~r that the toxin" which eyewitnesses relJort is distributed by 

lhlwyan~24 helicopters, Antonov .. 2 biplanes, Ilyushin~-28 bombers or special 

artillery shells, is the result of herbicides used by the United States in 

Viet Nam. You may hear more of' this countercharge in the next few days. 

To date the Soviets have issued such denials confiQent in the 

lmm-rJ.edc;e that the chemical compounds involved would not be detected by 

the \Jest. He are novr, hO"I·rever, able to isolate the components of "yellow rainn. 

Th2y are trjchothecene mycotoxins at strenc;ths many times higher than found 

in nature. There is good evic1ence of the presence of commercially--produced 

pollen as a carrier and to help ensure the retention of toxins in the 

human body. There is further evidence of an added chemical to give the 

mixture adhesiveness. These toxins do not exist together in nature under 

any circumstances or separately in the strengths found in ·:Yellow rain 11 • 

They are derived fr01n sophisticated production of lethal toxins -vrithin the 

Soviet Union itself. 

It is a matter of record that the Soviet Union has developed a 

canabili t>r for multi--tan production of lethal toxins such as these. Evidence 

accmimlated since the Second Horld \Tar shows that the Soviets have made 

extensive preparation for lar.::;e scale offensive and defensive chemical 

warfare. Toxic agents and delivery systems have been identified, along vrith 

production and storage areas 1-rithin the Soviet Union and continuing research, 

development and testing of new a~ents at the major Soviet chemical proving 

Grounds. Chemical warfare battalions are part of the standard table of 

organization for Soviet armed divisions, including those deployed in 

Afghanistan today. \-Thile the Soviets label these units as 11 defensive11
, 

I submit that the ill-equipped ~1ujahideen resistance forces pose no 

chemical vvarfare threat to Soviet occupation forces. 
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The Soviet response to evidence of their own brutality in Afghanistan 

and South-East Asia is the classic totalitarian technique of ~ccusing others 

of precisely their own crimes. The Soviet Unio~ in submissions to the 

United Nations, makes the same tired charges about .American use of 

herbicides in the Viet Nam War. The Viet Nam Har ended almost 10 years 

ago. Let no one forget, however, that the chemicals in Agent Orange were 

in wicA.espread commercial use, aimed at plants, not people. I think there 

is a big difference therein. More has been sprayed along United States 

state highways than in all of Vietnam, and they are still in commercial 

use on a restricted basis in the United States and elsewhere as a 

herbicide. There is, in any case, no connection bet1veen use of a commercial 

herbicide against plants and deliberate use of lethal chemicals by the 

Soviet Union against people. 

It has been easy for some to dismiss Soutl:.-East Asia and Afghanistan as 

remote areas, subject to strife for generations. Yet, ;.rhat is occurring 

there may become the pattern of the future if we continue to avoid the facts, 

preferring not to call those responsible to account. Chemical warfare is 

first and foremost a global issue with greatest significance for those 

least able to defend against chemical and biological weapons. 

Sperucing before the League of Nations, Haile Selassie of Ethiopia 

described how "special sprayers were installed in aircraft so that they 

could vaporize over vast areas of territory a fine death-dealine rain. 

It was thus that as from the end of January 1935, soldiers, womeno children, 

cattle, rivers~ lakes, and pastures were drenched continuously with this 

deadly rain. 11 Today there are again reports of chemical warfare in 

Ethiopia at Turukruk near the Sudanese border on 15 February and, more 

recently, in an attack 37 survivors of which were found by a vJestern-trained 

doctor to exhibit persuasive symptoms of nerve ~as. He believe these 

allegations, which are, I must admit, as yet unproved~ deserve investigation. 

They are disturbing harbingers of possible repetition elsewhere of the 

pattern we see today in Afghanistan and in South-East Asia. Chemical warfare, 

conducted by proxy in the third world, as it is today by Viet Nam in Laos 

and Kampuchea, is a frightening possibility. 
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The protocols and conventions to limit these insidious weapons are for 

the protection of all nations. The prohibition of the use of chemical weapons 

has, by reason of the practice and affirmations of States 3 become a part of 

the rules of customary international law which are binding on all States. 

As biologically-produced chemical substances~ the toxins whose use I have 

described fall within the prohibitions of both the 1925 Protocol and the 

1972 biological and toxin weapons Convention. Violations of these basic 

agreements by use of sophisticated toxins against defenseless populations 

of the third world is in cynical contempt of international law and, of course~ of 

human decency. 

The facts are grim. Chemical weapons provoke fear, revulsion and an 

unwillingness to face the reality of their use. On such matters, to paraphrase 

Hilliam James, the vrill to disbelieve is palpably strong. Yet the United Nations 

Croup of Experts has now concluded that 11 
••• it could not disregard the 

circumstantial evidence suggestive of the possible use of some sort of toxic chemical 

substance in some instances. 11 (A/37/259, para. 197) This qualified language is 

not surprising. The team was repeatedly denied access to each of the three 

countries I have discussed this morning - Laos, Kampuchea, and Afghanistan .. , 

where it- the team- was supposed to investigate reports of chemical warfare. 

In words from their report, r: due to circumstances beyond its ~ontrol, the 

Group was not in a position to proceed to the territories where chemical 

attacks had allegedly occurred and it vras, therefore~ unable to conduct 

any on-site investigations on those territories.n (Ibid., para. 190) 

It is, of course, disappointing that, after two years of investigation, 

the United Nations Group of Experts was unable to reach more definitive conclusions. 

None the less, the material compiled by the United Nations team and documented 

in their report supports our finding that trichothecene toxins have been 

identified in samples. Furthermore, the team notes evidence that these 

tmdn agents have been used. 
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The United Nations experts do not rule out the possibility of natural 

contamination, although they admit it is unlikely. It has been shown 

scientificallyJ however, that this is not the case. This leaves as the 

explanation the only other possibility offered in the United Nations report, 

namely, that chemical and toxin ar;ents are being used. He also note that the 

Soviet explanation for the presence of these lethal toxins in South-East Asia, 

as submitted in their scientific report to the United Nations, which I 

described just a few minutes ago, was dismissed by the United Nations Croup of 

Experts as scientifically unsound. 

It is not surprising that the United Nations report is less definitive 

than the reports presented here this morning and given in the past several 

years by the United States. The United Nations team was subject to severe 

restrictions of both time and resources. In two years the team was able 

to meet only six times and to carry out three brief trips to Pakistan and 

Thailand. 

It is quite ironic, therefore, that the Soviet Union has chosen to 

emphasize the ambiguities in the United Nations report, as reflected in 

Pravda on 2 December 1982, even before the United Nations report was issued, 

let me add. What Pravda did not report is, of course, that it was the unwillingness 

of the Soviet Union and its clients to co-operate with the United Nations 

team vrhich in effect crippled the investigation. 

Let us not be misled by denials. The strength of international law, 

depends in large part on prompt international reaction to its violation. A 

treaty that w"hen broken causes no outcry is a treaty without strength. The 

evidence is nmv in. Let it not be said of us here that the jury vras indifferent. 

In the >rords of Secretary of State George Shultz: 

'
1The world cannot be silent in the face of such human sufferinc; and 

such cynical rec;ard for international law and agreements. The use of 

chemical and toxin weapons must be stopped. Respect for existing 

agreements must be restored and the agreements themselves strengthened. 

Respect for the dignity of humanity must be restored. Failure to achieve 

these goals can only have serious implications for the security of 

smaller nations, like those vrhose people are being attacked. 
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If such basic elements of human ri;hts can be so fundamentally ignored, how 

can we believe any pledges to respect human rights'? All who would seek to 

promote human rights, and all who "lvould seek to maintain the credibility of 

international ae;reements, have a duty to call vrorld attention to the 

continuing use of chemical and toxin vreapons, and to seek a halt to 

their use 11
• 

Eight years ago the world was deaf to re:_norts of chemical \·Tarfare in Laos. 

Today, we have the first indication that the use of these noxious vreapons may 

have spread into Africa as well~ moving, thus, from Asia to Africa. We cannot 

afford to lose another eight years and countless lives. The international 

community must act nmr to build pressure to stop this continuing outrage. 

Mr. l1ARTDL (New Zealand) : On behalf of the delegations of Australia, 

Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands , Norvray, Spain, Turkey 

and my o\vn delegation, I introduce draft resolution A/C.l/37/1.79, concerning 

the report of the Group of Experts to Investigate Reports on the Alleged Use of 

Chemical Ueapons. 

The Group of Experts was set up by the Secretary-General two years ago under 

resolution 35/144 C to undertake an impartial investigation of reports concerning 

the alleged use of chemical vreapons. The first report of the Group of Experts was 

submitted last year. Because the Group had not completed its investigation, the 

Assembly asked the Secretary-General to continue the work and to report to this 

session. In the course of 1982, the Group of Experts held three sessions and 

visited Pakistan and Thailand for the purpose of on-site collection and examination 

of evidence. It has prepared its second report, which was issued two days ago 

as document A/37/259. As the Chairman has proposed that a decision should be 

taken on the draft resolution today, and as the report was issued so recently, 

it may be appropriate to try to draw toe;ether the main elements of the report. 

Naturally, any summary of a 100-page document must be selective and can be 

no substitute for a study of the whole report. This summary vrill concentrate 

on those aspects of the report that appear to be important as background to the 

Group 1 s conclusions , which are set out in paragraphs lo5 to 197 of the report, 

and to the draft resolution. Those aspects are contained, for the most part, 

in chapters IV, V and VI. 
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In chapter IV of' its report, the Group examines each of' the submissions 

presented to it in the order in which they were received. As it is for several 

reasons an important chapter it may be useful to summarize it in a way that brings 

toe;ether the Group 1 s comments and observations on similar aspects of its work. 

There are several paragraphs in i·rhich the Group explains how· it approached 

its task. These include, in particular, parae;raphs 39 to 45 and 80 to G7, which 

shmr what high evidential standards -vrere set by the Group. It is perhaps because 

of the rigorous application of' those standards that there has been resentment 

among some observers •·rho may have believed that the function of' the Group ·Has simply 

to confirm the reports that gave cause for its establisllinent two years ago, so 

let me briefly set them out. 

Hith respect to reports of' the testimony of allee;ed victims or eyewitnesses, the 

Group dreiv attention to difficulties which it had itself encountered, including 

problems of' interpretation, imperfect recollection of' events and differing concepts 

of space and time amone; people of different cultures. The Group considered that 

the reliability of' this sort of' evidence was difficult to assess, especially 

when the Group itself' had no opportunity to interview any of' the people concerned 

so that it could form its own views after hearin~ their stories at first hand. 

It thought that the testimony of medical personnel was likely to be reliable, 

but, ae;ain, the Group preferred to have the names of the medical people and to be 

able to discuss the mec'lical reports 1vith them. As to defectors, the Group considered 

that it was not in a position to pass judgement on their statements. Neither 

did it feel able to assess the validity of' information obtained by ·'national 

technical means 11
• On the other hand, the Group thought that scientific evidence 

could be especially significant. It comrnented that a highly convincing piece of 

evidence would be samples which were collected at the sites of attacks and which 

contained chemical compounds that are exclusively used as chemical warfare agents 

and do not occur naturally. In addition, it would vant to be able to satisfy 

itself as to the origin of' the samples , the care ivi th which they had been handled, 

and the adequacy of' the analytical procedures used. And it would want to be sure 

that the signs and symptoms observed in alleged victims were consistent with those 

produced by any chemical agent that might be identified by analysis. 
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(t1r. Martin, New Zealand) 

In the course of this year~ the Group received several submissions from the 

United States reporting the resultsof analyses of blood, urine and tissue samples 

of people said to have been victims of chemical attacks. Samples of this sort 

are, of course, generally considered to be of more significance than leaf 

samples, for example, because it is not very likely that people will poison 

themselves in order merely to strengthen evidence of chemical warfare. On the 

American submissions, the Group agreed that the presence of toxins in the samples 

was consistent with previous exncsure of the Yictims to mycotoxins of the 

trichothecene type. But it also commented that it was not possible, on the basis 

of analytical results alone, to determine whether the exposure resulted from a 

chemical attack or from natural causes. The Group noted, however, that samples 

from control individuals had also been analysed and had been found free of 

tricothecene mycotoxins. This, in the view· of the Group, made the possiblity 

of a natural origin of the trichothecene exposure extremely remote, though it 

could not be completely excluded. 

Just how remote the Group considered that possibility to be is evident from 

paragraph 64 of its report. There, in commentine; on a revie'" by a Canadian 

expert of the natural occurrence of mycotoxicoses, the Group accepted that while 

potential producers of trichothecenes exist in Thailand and surrounding countries, 

there are in that area no naturally occurring diseases due to these toxins, 

and no detectable levels of mycotoxins in the natural environment. In this 

context, reference should also be made to the reported presence of synthetic 

substances in samples of the yellmv powder from Laos, which the Group considered 

to be •=significant" since it would clearly rule out a natural origin for the 

yellmv substance. 

All the analytical reports, however, need to be seen in the light of the 

Group's final evaluation of the •rritten submissions, and in particular the 

comment that '·rhile : 

·=it "trould not wish to question, on an .?- priori basis, that the samples irere 

collected in the areas specified in the submissions) it nevertheless had 
to conclude that it was impossible to ascertain beyond a reasonable 

doubt 1vhether these samples were obtained from areas which "trere exposed to 

chemical attacks. Likewise, the Group arrived at similar conclusions regarding 

the origin of the medical samples 11
• (A/37/259, para. 84) 
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(I~. Martin, New Zealand) 

Reference should also be made to a Canadian report which the Group of Experts 

thought to be particularly useful. This was an epidemioloe;ical investigation of 

several alleged chemical warfare incidents in South-East Asia, including four 

on which the Group of Experts offered specific comment. The first was an incident 

in Kampuchea. On this, the Group agreed with the Canadian team that the only 

group of ae;ents which would fit the symptoms would be incapacitating ae;ents. 

A second incident was one said to have occurred in Laos in November 1981. 

The Canadian account was based on intervievrs with a number of people at the 

Ban Vinai refugee camp. The Group of Experts itself, at a later stage, met 

several H'mong who claimed to be victims of the same attack and who reported 

signs and symptoms resembling those described in the Canadian submission. 
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(Llr. I1artin, Hew Zealand) 

The conclusion of the Canadian report uas that the H'mong accounts were 

undeniably consistent and described a campaign in which three types of 

chemical agent, or possibly varying concentrations of the sarr.e agent, were 

used to create an economic and psychological situation in which the H'mong had 

to leave their village if they wished to survive. The United Nations Group 

quotes two sentences from the Canadian report which it refers to as 

a (500d assessment of the incident: 

';The effects described are compatible with the postulated 

use of mycotoxins but are not similar to those of any other group of 

chemical agents knovm to the team. 

, .. ITithout confirmatory laboratory analysis the use of mycotoxins 

cannot be demonstrated unequivically. ;; (A/37 /259, para. 72) 

The Canadian team applied the same epidemiological technique to t-Yro 

incidents l·rhich took place at Thai villages close to the border with 

ICampuchea. They are of particular interest because in this case too the 

United Nations Group was able to intervievr some of the people concerned. 

In one case, perhaps in both, a yellmr substance appears to have been 

dropped from an aircraft. The first explanation of these happenings vras 

that the yellou stuff 1vas pollen, but it seemed to the Canadian team that 

the incidents were vrorth looldnr; into, if only because it is not an 

everyday thine; for aircraft to go around dropping pollen. Uhat they found 

was that the level of illness in the two villages follouing the appearance 

of the yellolv substance was ;'significant in epidemiological terms. 

implying that the substance is toxic·'. That is also the conclusion 

reached by the United Nations Group, which goes on to comment that: 

·'the Canadian team could not identify any factor connnon to all those 

affected except exposure to the 'yellmv substance 7 and the Group 

itself could not offer any other explanation." (Ibid., para. 71) 

Since the Canadian report vras published it appears that trichothecene 

mycotoxins have been identified in SaJt~les of this yellow substance. The 

United Hations Group of Experts could not of course, take cognizance of 

these results as it had not itself collected the samples or supervised 

the tests. 
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Chapters V and VI of the Grour's repo1·t are therefore of particular 

interest because they concern the Group's mm on--site activities and 

examination of evidence and the results of analysis of samples collected 

by the Grou2_;. 'rhe term :on· site'; is perha'?s misl ea.ilinc; since the Group 

did not succeed in gaininc; access to the countries in lrhich chemical 

attac1;:s '1-rere said to have occurred. On the other hand it ·VTas able to 

intervieu a number of other people v1ho claimed to have been victi:r1.s of 

chemical attacl,_o and to collect evidence, 

During its visit to Pakistan the Group intervievTeo several people 

said to have been victims of attacks made on underfjround w·ater canals in 

1vhich they had soue;ht shelter. In the opinion of the Group the symptoms 

reported conformed uith the use of a harassing ae;ent of the adamsite type. 

Concernint:; the samples obtained durinc; the visits to Pakistan~ no 

che11lical agents were found. In this respect the Group commented that: 

;,Hhen the samples were handed over, ueeks or months had already 

elapsed since the alleged exposure, 1·rhich made it likely that only 

persistent chemical compounds lrould still remain. · 

During its visit to Thailand the Group looked into the H'reong incident 

in Laos and the incidents involved in the tlro Thai villages to which 

reference has already been made. On the medical aspects the Group 

observed that though the signs and s~~ptoms reported to it might have been 

produced by exposure to tricho·thecenes or incapacitating warfare acents, 

it l·ras not in a position to confirm this ffiedically as there 1vere no 

remaining signs or symptoms at the time of their intervielrs. 

On the samples collected in Thailand in 1981, the results l·rere 

inconclusive. No trichothecenes 1vere found in blood samples, but the 

laboratories used were not equipped for detection in the parts-per-

billion range, 1vhich appears to be important in this sort of analysis. 

As to the physical samples.· trichothecenes 1-rere found in the control 

samples as well as in the original samples. and the Group had no Hay of 

determinine; whether this resulted from contamination in handline; or from 

the actual presence of toxins in the control. Testing of the samples 

collected in Thailand a fevr weeks ago remains incomplete. The analyses that 

have been completed. do not show the presence of trichothecenes. One sample 

from a H 'mong refugee 1vas found to contain a highly toxic substance) but the 
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Group coulc1 not verify the oric;in of the sar.1ple and felt that it could not 

ther2fore base its judc;ement on the results of the analysis. 

:That does all this add up to? Broadly speaLinc;, that the Group nf 

Experts a~rees that there are a number of incidents for vrhich there is 

stronc; and uell su:;_1ported evidence that che1:1iral u~apons 11ere used ·-

eviclence, in fact, uhich appears to allou of no other possible ex~lanation. 

The evi<lence is, houever, circumstantial. tee ause the Group was 

not itself able to pursue investi~utions at the site of the alleced attacks 

or because it uas not possible for it to verify that the physical or 

1.1edical sar.1ples came from the places they uere said to have come from, 

or because the results of its mm testinc; uere inconclusive. There are 

also of course many incidents referred to in the report for which the 

evidence is less stronG and to vhich the Group has accordingly made no 

reference in its conclusions. 

It is nou tiu1e to turn to the clraft resolution, lrhich is as short 

as this introduction to the uork of the Group of Experts has been lone;. 

The second preambular paragraph of the draft resolution states the final 

conclusion of the Group of Experts. Operative paragraph ~ expresses 

the 1\.ssemblyis appreciation to the Group. It is not proposed that 

the Group 1 s mandate should be extended. 

The Group pursued its investigation for nearly two years. Throughout 

that period it worked uith integrity, impartiality and objectivity. The 

conclusions of its report are careful and responsible. If they are 

incor:r_LJlete 0 it is because the Group uas unable to secure the necessary 

approval for all the on· -site investic;ations it considered necessary or) 

in one case, timely authority for such a visit. It is appropriate that 

the 1\.sser,lbly sl1oulcl exJ?ress its thanl;:s to the Group and also to the 

Goverm1ents ullich have co-operated vith it in one uay or another. 

i.!ational reports, in particular from Canada and the United States, uere 

of major importance to its uorl:, and other Governments assisted directly 

or indirectly by facilitatinG sar.1ple am•.lyses Pakistan once 0 and 'l'hailand 

tuice, 1-rere hosts to the Group~ uhich has in its report acl~nm-rlede::ed their 

fi1ll ancl c;enerous co~operation and assistance durinc; its visits. 
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Finally, there are t1ro c;eneral para3raphs on the subject of cher•lical 

uealJons and the oblie;ation of all States to abide by the principles and 

objectives of the Geneva Protocol. 

In relation to operative paragraph 2, it has been suc;e;ested that the 

second :rart of that ::_1arar;raph cuuld be interpret;ed. as implyine; that the 

allec;ations referred. to in the second T :rt"~ L1 ... '.1Jar 11aragraph have been 

proven and are heine; condemned. That of course is not ilhat the Group of 

:...;xperts said 0 and it is not the intention of the sponsors. The delegations 

uhich dreu this matter to our attention have sue;c;ested that the difficulty 

could be overco1•1e by the insertion after the 'mrd "actions;: of the words 

"that are· so t',at the clause 1rould read ; and condemns all actions that 

are contrary to those objectives::. The sponsors are ha::_1py to accept that 

a111endment. 

Accordingly I nov commend the draft resolution~ w·ith this amendment, 

for the consideration of the Committee. 
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lVlr. \VOOLCG'IT (Australia): I sho·uJ d like to start by vell!omint; the 

thoughtful and detailed comments made by my Uevr Zealand colleaGue. As for us, 

a glance at a map of Asia -vrill reveal one of the reasons why JLustralians are 

concerned at the continuinG reports of the use of chemical weapons in Afghanistan 

and in South-East Asia. He live in that part of the world and we share its 

destiny. But vre have more fundamental reasons for our concern. They relate 

to the maintenance of the rule of international la>r, in this case the 1925 Geneva 

Protocol, and a humanitarian concern for the vrelfare of the people of our region. 

Australia, disturbed at reports of the use of chemical warfare agents in 

Indo-China and Afghanistan, as vrell as by other reports of incidents elseuhere, 

was one of the original sponsors of the resolution adopted by the General Assembly 

at its thirty-fifth session, i·rhich established the United Nations Group of 

Experts to investiGate such allegations. He followed its work carefully and 

with considerable interest. Last year, at the thirty-sixth session of the 

General Assembly, we also sponsored the resolution i·rhich extended the mandate of 

the Group so that it could complete its investigation. 

He -vrish to thank the Chairman ofthe Expert Group and all the members i·rho 

served in it, as well as those many Governments uhich co-operated with the 

Group in its difficult uork. Ue have examined uith great interest its detailed 

and painstaking report. The technical pioneering -vri thin the United Nations system 

which has characterized the Group's efforts is in itself notable. 

Australia appreciates that such a group must be meticulous in dra1-ring 

conclusions from the material which comes before it and ue have read in this light 

the important conclusions contained in its report. Fe note in particular the 

significance of the cor.rlusion expressed in paragraph 197 of its report that: 

:; ···it could not disrecard the circumstantial evidence "'1:;rr·(·stivP 

of possible use of some sort of toxic chemical substance in some instances"· 

(A/37/259, para. 197) 

This is, perhaps, a hedged conclusion, but it is one that increases, not dispels, 

Australia's concern at the continuing allegations of the use of chemical 1reapons. 

In this connection, I might indicate that, indeed before the submission of the 

Committee's report, Australia itself had noted the body of evidence that chemical 

agents had been used acainst people in Laos and Cambodia. 
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( r.:rr. Hoo lcott , Australia) 

The report of the Group of Experts confirms us in our view that all allec;atior.s 

of the use of chemical uarfare agents must be promptly investigated. Ue further 

hope that the publicat;ion and wide dissemination of this report and of the 

results of independent investigations undert;aken by Canada and the United States 

will encoura5e all States to observe the 1925 Geneva Protocol strictly. Australia 

endorses the call in draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.79 for all States to do so. 

As to further action that may be taken to strencthen the barriers against the 

use of chemical weapons, the report of the Grour> of Experts is instructive in 

t>vo respects. Pirst, the report convir.ces us more thap ~vcr of the need to 

attack the problem of chemical weapons at its source, that is, to ban the 

development, production, stockpiling, deployn1ent and transfer of chemical >reapons 

as w·ell as their use. Secondly, the report reinforces our view that any such new 

chemical-weapons convention should be fully verifiable ~ I repeat, fully 

verifiable. The days of unverifiable treaties are over, and particularly in the 

chemical-weapons field, verifiability vTill be taken as the key to neGotiability. 

As a result of the experience of this investigation into alleged chemical

weapons use, Australia >·Till pursue even more energetically the negotiations in the 

Committee on Disarmament of a cbemical-ueapons convention that is as comprehensive 

in scope and as fully verifiable as possible. 

Ilr. BROSKI (Canada): Havint; had an opportunity to study the report on 

the alleged use of chemical weapons which has been circulated as document 

A/37/259 of 1 December 1982, the Canadian delegation wishes to express its 

appreciation to the Group of Experts for the time and effort they have expended 

in carrying out and reporting on their investigations. 

\fuile we regret that the conclusions could not have been more definitive, 

we recognize the very real analytical problems, as \-Tell as certain other 

sensitivities,in arrivinG at conclusions on such an issue. 
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He see this docrn;1ent as an imperative lmmanit:::u·lan response to rc_blol·L:;; that 

have been received from many quarters concerning the possible use of chemical or 

toxin ueapons against human victims. Such reports first came directly to the 

attention of my Coverm1ent in January 1979 during the course of the routine 

examination of prospective irr~igrants to Canada by Canadian officials in refugee 

camps in South-East Asia. The Ctinadian Government concluded that if these 

allegations were found to be true, then such actions "1-rere, as expressed in the 

Hords of the third prem:J.bular paragraph of the draft resolution in document 

A/C.l/37/1.79, 11incompatible with the accepted norms of civilization 11
• 

Por this reason, it uas considered that the United Hations, representing the 

international community, 1-1ith the assistance, 1-rhere possible, of Hember States, 

vrould be morally oblic;ed on humanitarian Grounds to conduct an impartial and 

thorou~h investigation into the allegations. 

As is well knm,·n in this chamber, the 1925 Geneva Protocol prohibits the use 

of chemical and bacteriolo~;ical weapons in uar, but lacks any verification 

provisions. Thus, the 1-rork accomplished by the Group of Experts both in its 

direct investigation and, equally important, the contribution towards the 

development of an impartial and credible methodolOGY in the testing of evidence 

gathered, is most important and should not be lost. The establishment of an 

effective verification mechanism can in itself act as a deterrent to those countries 

vrhich might be tempted to utilize chemical and bacteriological weapons in 

contravention of the Geneva Protocol if they uere confident that this use uould 

be undetected. 

Vor these reasons, Canada remains committed to the t;oal of a treaty providing 

for a comprehensive ban on chemical ueapons, the destruction of existing stocks and 

appropriate measures of verification. Uitll this end in view, any activities on the 

part of the United IJations in fact-findinG are indispensable. As is abundantly 

clear from the pages of the report, the investic;ation of alleged use of chemical 

w·eapons raises many complex and difficult technical issues. Canada is indeed 

grateful for and appreciative of the high professional standards and quality of 

work of the Group of Experts, namely, Dr. Ezz, Dr. Ambeva, Colonel Javier and 

Dr. Guerra. Their scrupulous methods of uorl: and the procedures they evolved to 

ensure an impartial investic;ation, as uell as their patience and energy in makinc; a 

thorough examination of all evidence have impressed us, and we hope uill serve 

as examples to guide those 1-rho follou. 
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On studying the re:0ort, the Canadian dele~ation believes that the 

1·reic:ht of evidence exruilined by the G-roup supportinr; certain allegations shoulc"'

llave led to morP definitive conclnsions. rTeverthelesso this report uill 

serve as a reference for experts to drau upon in the development of effective 

verification procedures as ce.llecl for in a recent resolution by this CornHittee, 

In its conclusionn the Group io.entifiecl. problems irhich have h1pecl.ec1 the 

effectiveness of its ovm investigative procedures. For exru,~le. it must be 

said tht'.t the findings of the Group of Experts as set forth in its report 

might vrell have been more conclusive or decisive had the Group received the 

full co--operation of all States in the area concerned i·rith res::.)ect to access 

to sites of allec;ed chemical· ·i·reapon attacks. Further. they co1:nnented upon 

the prolonged lapse of time betveen the alleged ex!_""Josure to che1nical attacks 

e.nd the time vhen intervieirs and medical examinations ·t-rere conducted. The 

identification of these and other probleHs w·ill substantially assist in 

their development of more effective verification procedures. 

I should lilte to conclude with a few comments about the meanin[< that 

i·re place on the conclusion of the report 1rhich is reflected in draft 

resolution A/C.l/37/L.79o of which Canada is a sponsor. 'fuile the 

results set forth in the report are not as conclusive as the"jr could have 

been, the report has an intrinsic value and must not be i[~norecl... As the 

Croup of Experts statecl. that they: 

""could not disregard the circu.mstantial evidence suggestive of the possible 

use of some sort of toxic chemical substance 11
, (A/37/259~ n.50. ~ara. 197) 

ue 
0 

the ~rember States, can do no less and we also cannot disregard the 

same circumstantial evidence. Ve li1ust direct our future actions accorcl.int:;ly. 

!Jr. SHUS~~.Q_! (Union of Soviet Gocialist Republics) (inter"J?retation 

from nus sian) · As is 11ell knmm, the Soviet Union from the very beginnin~; 

uas acainst the establishment of the so-~called Group of F.xperts to 

Investigate Tieports on tl1e Alleced Use of Chemical Heapons. He considered 

that measure as a dubious desic;n whose objective ivas to l]Oison the 

international political atmosphere and to justify the plans being made by 

certain parties to build up their arsenals of chemical weapons. I 1Y deler;ation 
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stanus by that evalue.tion tod.ay ., and so -,;.re r.o not intend to deal specif'icall;:,' 

and in deta.il with an analysis of the actual contents of the report of the 

Group of Experts. In our statement ue Hish mainly to Cl.rmr attention to 

certctin events and facts relatinc to the pre-,;>arati0n of the report and ref'le~tecl 

in it. 

It seems to us that these facts shed further lisht on the matter of 

1-rho needed to involve the United ITations in the investigation of reports 

of some SUJ?i1osec1 ce.ses of the use of chemical i·rea~ons and why this is 

necessary, 'l'hese fgcts uill also help us to understand better the real 

\reight and founde.tim-:- of the reports. 

At the thirty-sixth session of the General Assembly, in 1980 0 those 

irho SJ:.Jonsored the dra.ft resolution on the establishment of the Group of 

Experts uere France, the Feo.eral Hepublic of Germany Canada, norway_. 

Turl;:ey, the i:Tetherlancls , Spa:i.n and ITeu Zealand. Houever ~ even at the 

time it uas perfectly clear to everyone that the te;ct of the draft resolution 

1-.ras clrmm up not in the capite.ls of those States but in Uashington. It uas 

none other than the United States that was the first in history to use 

toxic ac:ents on a massive scale cl.uring its armression ac:ainst the Vietnamese 

people. It began in the rl)ic1~-1970s to lJublicize slanderous reports about 

the use of chemical i·reapons 1Jy the Vietnamese Ar~C'y ae:ainst counter--revolutionary 

forces il1 Laos and. Viet rTam. Clearly the underlyin[; c1esire of the 

United States vras to cover up its mm dirty crimes. 

Fe have heard the statement by the representative of the United Gtates 

in uhich he recallecl the use by Italian Ii'ascists of toxic ae-ents in 

the uo.r acainst Ethiopia and plans to use chemical 1-reapons in the E:dC!.· 1970s 

in the southern Asian nountains, Houever, the United States representative 

tried to pass over in silence 0 in e. re:cher shameful way, the massive use 

of chePical ireapons in Viet IT au e.nct the consequences of that use. At the 

end of his statenent he did touch on that l"latter but he tried to prove 

that that poisoninc:>: of the population and the environfll.ent of Viet l'Ta.m 

by Unitec!. Stutes cheHical a[:;ents vas supposec'Uy the innocent use of simple 

herbicic1es uhich simTJly harme<'l. ~"- fevr rlnnts growin!"" in Viet Nan. Of course~ 
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it is understanclable to us that the United Stateo rePl·esentative does not 

vrant to remember that those ordinary herbid des, >-rhich? as he said, are 

for sale even nmr took the lives of 2 million Vietnanese. Ue vroulci_ 

recol:1:rn.enc1 to him that he read some of the publications published in the 

United States itself relatinc; to this and then he vrill ltnmr 1·rhat the 

consequences of usinc; those simple herbicides nere, 

As soon as the Group of Ex"9erts was established the United States 

starter. supplyin3 it vrith its mm rnateriaL In the course of 1982 alone 

the Group had five notes verbales sent to it from the United States lfission 

to the Uniter1 nations containing .. or so it seemed to those 1-1ho prepared the 

notes ·· convincinc· evidence of cases of the use of chemical vreapons ancl 

v:yellow rain 11 and other similar sensational reports. 

Hherever the United Nations experts were sent, wherever they had 

Eeetinc;s o Unitecl States representatives follovred them like shadmrs. In 

Geneva, before the Group set off for Pakisten ~ it met at its request uith 

representatives of the United States office there, vrho explained to the Group 

uhat it should investie;ate and hm·r it shoulc1 investie;ate it in Pakistan. 

Uhen it arrivecl in Islamabad the Group had a meeting 1-rith representatives 

from the IJnbassy 9 ana. in Peshmrar it met with representatives from the 

United Rtates Consulate. All this can be read in the report of the Group 

of Experts contained in document A/37 /25~ ,. in parac;raphs 90 and 95. 

The Americans hacl the same concern in lookine; after the Group vrhen it 

was in Thailand.,, providinG it uith all sorts of dubious 1-ritnesses and 

samples of plants and also urine and blood samples. 
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(Nr. Shustov, USSR) 

However, despite all these efforts, what happened was that the United States 

evidence seemed inconclusive to the participants in the Group of Experts, who 

could not fail to recognize this in their report. As Members will recall, last 

year's report - in spite o:r all this talk by the .Americans about the 

irrefutability of the data - nevertheless drew no conclusions confirming the 

use of chemical weapons. 

And what can we say about the second, which we understand is the last, 

report of the Group? Open it on almost any page and there will be found 

refutation of the evidence on which the United States based its broadly 

publicized slander against the Soviet Union and Viet Nam, and which, 

incidentally, was also provided to us today by the United States representative. 

Look, for example) at page 20 of the Russian text~ >Thich comments on the 

note verbale from the permanent representative of the United States to the 

United Nations 7 dated 22 Narch 1982~ addressed to the Secretary-General of 

the United Nations. This is what it says in the English text: 

none of the very feu sources of information explicitly identified 

by name in the submission of the United States of America was a Dutch 

journalist, who allegedly not only filmed a part of a chemical attack 

in Afghanistan but also developed some symptoms that were attributed 

to exposure to chemical agents (see A/37/157, annex). In seeking further 

clarification and information concerning this matter) the Group learned 

that the symptoms were no longer present. Furthermore, the film itself, 

which was viewed by the Group, did not convey any relevant information. 

Accordingly, the Group deemed it unlikely that the journalist would be 

in a position to contribute to the investigation." (A/37/259, p. 17, para. 4) 

The report continues: 
11In the submission (A/37/157), it uas alleged that chemical 

attacks against armed forces and civilian population had taken place 

in Thailand during Harch and May 1981. Hmrever, the Group noted that: 

the Royal Thai Government had stated that chemical weapons had not been 

used in Thailand itself. 11 (Ibid., -para._ 48) 
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(Mr. Shustov 2 USSR) 

Loes this not eX_tJuse the slander? This is an example of what the United 

S-Lates has been relying on as proof. If we continue with the report of the Group 

of Experts 2 _l-Ja:r:agraph 60 2 which deals with the answer to the United States note 

of 20 May 1982, states rather tyvically, ref'erring to the alleged cases of the 

use of toxins during a chemical attack : 

it would be impossible to decide from the analytical results whether 

this exposure was due to a chemical attack or could be attributed to 

natural causes. n (Ibid. , para. 60) 

This is the kind of conclusion that you can find on any page of the report. 

Paragraphs 177, 180 and 183 state that laboratory analyses of the blood and urine 

samples of people that 2 according to United States statements, were victims of 

chemical attacks, did not confirm the presence of any military chemical agents. 

It should be noted that these analyses were carried out in the latoratcries 

of a number of western countries. When the Group met representatives of the 

International Committee of the Red Cross, the Office of the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees agency, and medical staff in the hospitals in Pakistan, 

not one of the persons that it talked to could state that on even one occasion 

had they met with cases of the use of military chemical agents. Paragraphs 93 and 94 
of the report contain this information. Incidentally, in Pakistan many different 

kinds of witnesses talked w·ith the experts, and there were many Afghan 

counter~.revolutionaries who claimed to have witnessed these situations. The 

r:articipants of 7-he Group described the manuer in which these interviews were 

conducted in paragraph 100 of the report. 

"The Group was inccr:Yenienced in its efforts at carrying out adequate 

cross-examination of the alleged victims and eyewitnesses due to 

intervention and promptings by leaders of political refugee organizations 

who were prese"lt at the interviews; 11 (Ibid., para. lOO(a)) 
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Members can imagine what kind of promptings were 15iven to these 

innocent people by the so-called leaders of political refugee organizations 

vrhich are, in fact, counter-revolutionary organizations. This same kind of' 

information is contained throughout the report. naturally, this should 

make one feel a little uneasy and, indeed, those that proposed the 

establishment of the Group of Experts might feel a little nervous about 

this. In other ivords, I refer to the United States. As a result of this, 

even a few weeks before the publication of the report of the Group of 

Experts the United States tried to exert pressure on them quite openly. 

First of all, the United Nations experts were subj.ected to attacks in the American 

press. For example, in the issue of 22 November this year, The Hall Street 

Journal, describing the work of the Group, wrote, 11To almost nobody's surprise, 

the international bureaucracy is proving too rigid, timid and toothless to 

come to grips with the matter. 11 Literally two days later and it must be 

remembered that the Group was just completing its work on the report at that 

very time official representatives of the United States also participated in 

criticism of it. 

As Tne NeiT York Times reported on 25 November, and the Deputy Permanent 

Representative of' the United States to the United Nations, Mr. Adelman, said: 

r: the team 1 s inability to reach firm conclusions gave legitimacy 

to nations that did not want to take a position on the issue, and 

called into question the American accusations. t; (The New York Times, 

25 November 1982, p. Al7) 

I think this is quite clear, and on the basis of similar statements, The 

Ne_y __ !..?!k Times drew the following conclusion: 

nit was the United States that pressed for the creation of the 

United Nations team in 1980 and the extension of its life last year. 

Therefore, officials here believe that the team of experts will be 

disbanded nmr that Hashington regards it as impotent." (Ibid. ) 
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So tha·t is huH SC:il~.eUc;t::; We-t.::; }JHMbt:::U Vll t.ll<--: nrvup. Looldng at the draft, 

rt:solut.ion di st_cj hntt:::d t.vd.a.y <:m<l o_lJvlH1• •.l'c:Ll !Jy Hew ~~ ... .-.1 .-.nr'l Aml vUtt-•r del cgations • 

ue see that in fact jt, !J-t'u_[Jo::;c:::; -r.he virtuAl disbanding of tht: Group and 

invites t:verybody to the burial ce::cernmw o The New· York Times also stated that: 

•• o •• Fashington ;Jlannecl to let the United liTations inquir:v into the use of 

che:rrical veapons in 1\sis die_ because the investif'·ators hac'!_ maCI.e themselves 

pouerless to reach judgements". ( Il?_i_g_. ) 

Naturally, "1-Then there is that kind of pressure on the Group, reflected 

even in the pages of the 1\merican press - ve can just irn.agine vhat is 

said backstage during meetings between representatives of the United States 

and the Group • 

In its report, the Group tried to be objective. There are certain points 

of contradiction in the report, and some representatives are now trying to 

play them up and use them. But that does not change the essence of the 

situation: the report of the experts has not confirmed the false allegations 

of the American side relating to cases of the use of chemical weapons. That is 

an irrefutable fact, and United States officials are not pleased with it. 

llhen it saw the Group's conclusions, the United States probably decided to 

act on its mm and to take independent action against them. Thus, a few days 

ago the United States published and distributed in the United Nations its own 

report about alleged cases of the use of chemical weapons. Lilce all earlier 

1\rnerican submissions, the report is base0. on various false statements, rumours, 

false analyses and jugglinc of figures. In the statement made today by the 

representative of the United States there was not exactly an excess of references 

to the report of the United Nations Expert Group, but there were many references 

indeed to the United States report. 

The Soviet delegation categorically rejects this new American document as 

just one more piece of slander designed to mislead the international community. 

It would be useful for participants in this debate to acquaint themselves with 

the facts, which show how in practice the United States has fabricated all its 

reports regarding cases of the use of chemical ac·ents. 

In this connection 1-re drmr the attention of representatives to the recent 

publication in the Soviet Union of :rraterial relating to this very matter. That 

r~aterial is nmr available in this room as a press release of the USSF fiission to the 
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Unitet Nations. I'Iany examples are provided. in that press release clescribin[' the 

absurdity and falsehood of the allegations and accusations made by the United 

States. For example~ it Qnalyses one of the American reports which claimed 

that in the vrater of one pond located at the site of an allee;ed chemical attack 

in South~East Asia toxic mycotoxin agents were supposedly found in a concentration 

of 66 milligrammes per ldlogramme. If that figure is accepted~ it may then be 

calculated that over 660 kilogrammes of mycotoxins per hectare must have been 

dropped or scattered. liJmv-, one gramme of ir,ycotoxin costs over a thousand 

dollars. Even if a less pure variety costing one tenth of that had been used, 

the cost for droppinc; that agent uould still have been hundreds of millions of 

dollars per hectare. Representatives can see hmv absurd that is. And if 

those mycotoxins were dropped using missiles or shells, then every hectare 

1vould have to have been hit by hundreds of missiles. Finally, scatterinG 

660 kilogrammes of mycotoxins per hectare would have meant that the uhole 

environment there would have been literally covered with the mycotoxin powder. 

He have been forced to note with ree;ret that the United States and its 

supporters have not abandoned their attempts to involve the United Nations in 

spreading this chemical slander, for that was the Durpose of the draft resolution 

submitted on France: s initiative callin&· for the esta.blishment by the Secretary·-General 

of soHe nachinery for the investication and monitorine; of compliance with the 1925 

Geneva Protocol; that draft resolution is designed essentially to undermine that 

most important agreement. The Soviet Union has expressed its firm opposition to 

such a decision as beinc; a very harmful and dangerous step. 

Uhat is the United States trying to do? lle can find the answer to that question 

in American sources. The Christian Science Monitor of 1 December 1982 stated that: 
11 The Reagan .1\.dministration wants to add to the American stockpile nei·T chemical 

munitions which have not been produced in the United States since 1969n. 

Those munitions include, inter alia, binary agents. The United States is trying 

swiftly to establish the capability to produce them near Pine Bluff, and no later 

than 1983. Already the United States has stockpiled 5 million units of toxic 

1-rarheads, 1-rhich is enough to kill hundreds of millions of people. But that is 

not enough for the Pentagon and, as reported by the American press, it is seeking 

another :;~8 billion for its programme of further chei!'ical rearmament. The people 
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vrorLinu; on those prou;rammes can hardly be interested in strengthening the Geneva 

Protocol or in serious and constructive nceotiations un the complete prohibition 

and elinlination of' chemical weapons. 

The slanderous f'alsif'ic~:tti.ons a1lce;inc; the use by other countries of' toxic 

agents are beinc; employed by their authors as a smokescreen to cover up their own 

most evil designs. 
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It is our de~p conviction that all those who cherish peace, international 

security and disarmament must categuril.!ally oppose such manoeuvres. Proceeding 

from this premise the Soviet delegation vrill vote against the New Zealand draft 

resolution. 

Hr. VO ANH TUAN (Viet Nam) (interpretation from French) : The 

Vietnamese delegation is one of those that have opposed the adoption of General 

Assembly resolutions 35/144 C and 36/96 C because it is part of the mendacious 

propaganda campaign against a number of Member States including Viet Nam. The 

second report of the Group of Experts set up under resolution 35/144 (A/37/259} 

proves that we are right. The initiators of the resolution have abused the 

feelings of horror and reprobation of Member States towards chemical weapons and 

have dragged the United Nations into a futile exercise that has seriously 

jeopardized the prestige and the strengthening of the role of the United Nations 

in the field of disarmament. It has placed the Secretary-General himself in a 

delicate situation. He has had to say that the observations and conclusions 

contained in the report are those of the Group. 

The second report of the Group of Experts has brought out certain undeniable 

realities. In spite of the tendentious assertions of the United States and some 

of its friends, the investigation of the Group of Experts did not lead to any 

conclusive result for the simple reason that chemical weapons have never been used 

in either South-East Asia or Afghanistan except for those used in enormous 

quantities for an extended period by the United States in its war of aggression 

against the peoples of the three countries of Indo-China and those weapons 

produced by America and used by gangs of mercenaries in Afghanistan. 

According to scientists~ it is impossible to hide the traces of chemical 

weapons and the consequences of their use for human beings and nature. That is 

certainly true of the chemical warfare waged by the United States in Viet Nam 

and other Indo-Chinese countries. One does not need a United Nations investigation 

to prove that two decades after their use 100,000 tons of American toxic materials 

containing some 100 kilogrammes of dioxins continue to leave traces and have 
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painful effects not only for the people of Viet Nam but also for 90,000 United 

states veterans. The slanderous assertions of the American authorities and some 

of their friends cannot wipe away those traces. Vietnamese scientific research, 

corroborated by research in the 1:-fest, including the United States, indicate that 

one microvolume of dioxin may produce abortions, congenital malformations, still 

births, changes in chromosomes and cancer. Scientists have shown that malformations 

of the genetic structure in the Vietnamese population subjected to American use 

of chemical weapons are similar to chromosome modifications observed in the 

inhabitants of Hiroshima and Nagasaki who survived the American atomic bombs. 

In spite of the efforts of the Group of Experts, though it was invited by 

the Government of so-called Democratic Kampuchea, it was not able to enter the 

territory of 11Democratic Kampuchea 11 for the simple reason that that fictitious 

State exists only on paper. 

My delegation notes w·ith satisfaction ttat nearly all Member States have shown 

skepticism regarding the real objectives of the initiators of the two draft 

resolutions and have disassociated themselves from them. Since the adoption of 

resolution 36/96 C only three Governments have sent communications to the 

Secretary-General, and they include the Government of the United States and those 

responsible for genocide, the Pol-Potists, who have shown extraordinary activity 

in this dubious campaign. 

The United States Secretary of State submitted to the United States group of 

experts two voluminous reports within a period of just a few months, not to mention 

several official statements by high-level personalities and a number of notes 

circulated by the Permanent Mission of the United States and the Pol-Pot 

clique regarding what they call "earlier and new proof" of the use of chemical 

weapons in South-East Asia and Afghanistan. On more than one occasion my delegation 

has stated in the First Committee and in the General Assembly the position of the 

Government of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam regarding a complete ban on these 

weapons. It has unequivocally condemned the use of these barbaric weapons as 

means of 't·Tar and aggression against the peoples of the world. 
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In the interests of brevity my delegation will not repeat here statements we 

have already made. \ve shall simply reject all the lies and calumny of the 

representative of the United States regarding our country and make a few brief 

comments on documents A/37/157 and A/C.l/37/10. 

First of all, the two reports, dated 22 March and 29 November 1982, of the 

American Secretary of State refer to the use of chemical weapons and toxins during 

the First World War and from 1975 until the present day, deliberately ignoring the 

period from the end of the First Horld vTar until 1975. If the American authorities 

have a short memory, the peoples of the world will long remember ~erica 1 s chemical 

~mrfare, the most barbaric in human history, which continued for more than a decade 

against the three peoples of Indo-China, primarily against the people of Viet Nam, 

causing 2 million victims and incalculable long-term consequences for individuals 

and the environment. 

In addition, if the American Government really cares about respect for the 

1925 Protocol and the Convention of 1972, why has it ignored the war crimes 

perpetrated against the Vietnamese people in February 1979 by the troops of 

aggression of our neighbour to the north, with the use of toxic gases and the 

poisoning of drinking water in certain areas that were invaded by those troops. 

Secondly, the new conclusions of the United Nations Group of Experts have 

exploded like soap bubbles all the hopes of those who customarily use slander as a 

means of propaganda. The conclusions show once again that all the "evidence" 

regarding the use of chemical weapons which the American authorities have made much 

of exists only in their imagination and has rather precise objectives. This 
1'evidence' 1

, more of which may be communicated to the United Nations, can be 

fabricated in enormous quantities by the CIA on the orders of the Government. My 

delegation is certainly not surprised about this, because those who in the past 

fabricated the infamous ;;Gulf of Tonkin incident 11 as an excuse to start the air war 

of destruction against North Viet Nam can now easily fabricate any fable regarding 

the alleged use of chemical weapons in South-East Asia in a spirit of revenge 

against the Vietnamese people, which, by making supreme sacrifices, have safeguarded 

their independence and freedom and made common cause with the peoples of Laos 

and Kampuchea to th1.rart all the manoeuvres and wars of aggression of their common 

foe. 
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Many delegations, in revealing for what it is the hostile propaganda campaign 

against Viet Nam and the Soviet Union and certain other countries regarding the 

use of chemical weapons, have rightly denounced the fact that Washington is pursuing 

unavowed goals which, indeed~ cannot be confessed. These are to divert the attention 

of public opinion from its responsibility for the crimes against the peoples of 

Viet Nam, Laos and Kampuchea during its war of aggression, which, in particular, 

saw the massive use of chemical weapons· to divert attention from plans to 

produce on a wide scale new forms of chemical weapons, including binary weapons 

and from preparations for a war in which these weapons will be used; to seek a 

pretext to justify its negative attitude to negotiations aimed at the conclusion 

of a convention on the complete prohibition of chemical weapons and to justify its 

attempt to undermine existing agreements on the limitation of weapons. 

Our Committee is witnessing today the unceremonious burial of a stillborn 

child whose funeral orations are offered in the draft resolution contained in 

document A/C.l/37/1.79 and the praises of those who gave it birth two years ago. 

Against all expectations and in spite of the continuing pressure of the 

United States its nervousness and its machinations, the results of the second 

report of the Group of Experts are not conclusive either. The promoters of this 

pernicious enterprise have no alternative but to allow it to die a natural death, 

for their blatant manoeuvres are now only too clear to the world. 

This situation merely justifies the positions of many delegations, including 

that of Viet Nam, which clearly warned at the time of the consideration of the 

draft resolutions which subsequently became resolutions 35/144 C and 36/96 C that 

any lying slander would sooner or later fizzle out when confronted by undeniable 

truth. 
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My delegation would add that it would be naive~ indeed dangerous, to believe 

that after the expiry of the mandate of the Group of Experts the adversaries of 

peace and disarmament, especially chemical disarmament, would lay down their 

weapons. The recent report of the Secretary of State of the United States and 

the draft resolution in document A/C.l/37/1.54 are proof of this. Although 

supported by fewer than half the States parties to the 1925 Protocol~ draft 

resolution A/C.l/37/1.54 will take over from resolution 35/144 C, thus permitting 

the United States to pursue its devious manoeuvres by other means and using 

other machinery. 

Hy delegation strongly denounces these ill-intentioned machinations and is of 

the view that the best way of sparine the peoples of the world from the horrors 

of chemical weapons is to contribute actively to the preparation of a convention 

on the complete prohibition of these weapons~ to refrain from chemical rearmament,and 

to put an end to any campaign of slanderous propa8anda against other countries~ 

particularly ag·ainst the victims of the most barbaric chemical warfare in human 

history. 

The objectives pursued in the draft resolution contained in the document 

A/C.l/37/1.79 are the same as those of resolution 35/144 C and of 36/96 C. My 

delegation will therefore vote against this draft resolution. 
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Nr. SAIGNAVONGS (Lao People's Democratic Republic) (interpretation 

from French): Hy deleGation has studied with interest the report in document 

A/37/259 of the Group of Experts mandated under General Assembly resolution 

35/144 C to investigate alleged use of chemical 'tveapons in South-East Asia, 

particularly in my country and in Kampuchea. Paragraph 186 of the report is 

particularly significant. It states: 
11In its evaluation of the written submissions, the Group noted that, 

vrhile alleged victims and/or eyevritnesses would be in a position to provide 

firsthand accounts, it could not overlook the fact that such accounts 

mibht be incomplete or distorted for various reasons. The Group therefore 

found it difficult to make a definitive assessment regarding the veracity 

of the accounts civen by the alleged victims or eyewitnesses mentioned 

in the submissions. 11 (A/37/259 para. 186) 

The conclusion reached by the Group of Experts only corroborates my 

deleGation's position. He have al1·rays said and repeated on many occasions in 

this Assembly that the 11hole matter has been artificially fabricated by the 

United States and fed by a blustering propaganda campaiGn and that the allegations 

are simply calumny. The first to be disappointed are certainly the United States 

leaders according to an article in 'Ihe Hevr ~ark Times of 25 November 19132 

they expressed their discontent over the Group of Experts even before its report 

had been published because the Group had not 1vritten what \"lashinc;ton 1-rould have 

1-rished it to write. 

In order to prepare for the chemical arms race which it has wanted for so 

long, and in order to justify in the eyes of American and international public 

opinion its decision to manufacture a nevr generation of chemical 'tveapons, called 

binary iveapons, a budGet of $54 million has been allocated for the fiscal year 

1983, and the American Administration has not hesitated to concoct fairy--tales 

about the so-called chemical vrar ann has not lost a single o~rortunity, however 

inappropriate, to recite the same litany to us. 

Indeed, this is the second year runninc; that the American Administration has 

been trying to provide us with evidence to back up its slanderous allegations. Hy 

deleGation 1-rould just like to mention ti·ro kinds of evidence upon which 

the American Government bases the whole edifice of its allegations, that is, on 

the one hand, alleged victims or eye-vritnesses of alleged chemical attacks, and, 

on the other, 11those uho engaced in chemical uarfare or 1vere in a position to 

observe those who did 11
• (A/37/157, annex, p. 6) Those are the "1-rords used by 

the United States in its report. 
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With regard to the statements made by those two categories of persons, the 

Group of Experts concluded that it could not exclude the possibility that those 

statements might be incomplete or distorted~ for in the case of the first category, 

there could have been a desire to "promote allegations that chemical warfare agents 

were being used11
, and in the case of the second cateeory it was very difficult 11 to 

assess the veracity of statements from defectors, who sometimes may simply want to 

attract benevolent attention by telling what they believe their interrogators want 

to hear. 11 (A/37/259, paras. 40 and 42) 

What was not known was that refugees of that kind were going -'-.• resettle in 

the United States later, and if they were to be eligible for admission they had to 

make statements pleasing to the United States. With regard to the interviews with 

doctors and medical personnel, who are respected and regarded as having integrity, 

it should be noted that they said they had never encountered any case of the 

actual use of chemical warfare agents. 

The United States referred to evidence by two H'mong refugees regarding a skin 

condition which supposedly was the result of a chemical attack two weeks earlier. 

However, the report of the Thai dermatological institute that examined and analysed 

the condition said that it was a fungus infection of at least three months' 

duration. Thus, each time the United States Administration provided us with 

evidence it collapsed like a house of cards when it was examined by impartial 

experts. In that regard, experts of the Australian Government are even more 

categorical. For example, the Canberra Age of 22 June 1982, under the headline 
11Tests show no proof of Soviet chemical warfare", stated inter alia as follows: 

(spoke in English) 

\!Australian Government experts have found no evidence to support United 

States charges that the Soviet Union and its allies in Indochina have 

been engaged in chemical warfare. Official Australian sources disclose 

that tests carried out recently by defence scientists at the material 

research laboratories in Melbourne failed to find traces of chemical 

agents. The tests were conducted on leaves, soil and other material 
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said to have been contm-·linatell by toxic chemicals. The sa.nples re:9ortecUy 

caNe froB Laos 1-rhere _ \!ashinc;ton says_ nost of the cheHical attaci;:s 

have occurred. 

(~9nti-Et:tJ.ed in~E.!:en_c]J) 

In the case of saElples of povders the.t uere supJ)osedly collecte<l in 

Laos the Croup of E::-_perts expressed doubt about the origin of the saNples 

and the imjXJ.rtiality of those uho suby,Jittecl_ the1•1. In this connection_ r;ry 

deJee;ation 'iroulcl_ ask the following question: Last year, the United 

States Government sent its ac;cnts to 1ny country to search for the bodies 

of _1\Hericans vho had perished there or uere Elissing since the time of the 

uar of ar<gression. One micht asl~ oneself uhether it did not send other agents 

to spread these chemical substances. As in criminal law, when a witness for the 

prosecution gives too many details about the offence, he may well become the 

chief suspect. In every case it is the mountain that gives birth to a 

rllouse ~ for the simple reason that it iS difficult, if not impossible~ 

to produce evidence to back up facts that simply do not exist. Fhat ue 

have been told is simply too c;ood to be true. 

On the other hand there is evi<.lence of the use of chemical weapons -

knmm as 11 Agent Blue", 11 Agent Orange-' 7 ~ and "Agent '\-./hi te" ~ all containing a high 

level of dioxin -- by the United States durinc; its var of acc;ression in 

Indo-China, particularly between 1966 ar.d 1972. That is evidence that the 

United States can never cover up or cause to disappear. Agents Orange and 'tJhite 

uere used for defoliation of vec;etation, whilst Ac;ent Blue Has used to 

destroy seecls in the [':round. A publication of the StocLhollil International 

Peace Research Institute entitled · Harfare in a fra&;ile 1mrld ,which 

appeared in l~GO, described these in c;reat detail. 

The Pentagon, in a docuHent entitled ·-The Air Force and Herbicides in 

South--r.ast Asia 1961~ 1971 .. , published recently, also reported this. 

Eovrever the most devastatinr; evicl_ence for the United States Acl_ministra:'cion 

is represented by the thousands of United States veterans affected by these 

toxic ac;ents during the campaic;n in Indo-China. 
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The United States chemical uar also caused victims e..mon['; the Australian 

soldiers uho uere fir;htine; alonc;side the .A1i1ericans. One of those victims ·· 

am1 this uas the most important case ~· >vas a Hajor George Lugg, a biochemist 

and s:;::>ecialist in herbicides irho uas i·rorldnc: for the United States in Viet limn 

in a proe;ramrne experiment inc; uith herbicides on c.ense vegetation. His 

evidence iTas recorded in a series of articles that appee.red. in the nevspaper 

The Australian on 26 and 29 Earch 1982. 

Thus, whatever manoeuvres the United States Adrd.nistrG.tion resorts to, 

it uill not be able to deceive anyone, certainly not its mm veterans vho 

are, along uith the three peoples of Indo--China the real victims of the 

United. States chemical uar. 

Consequently, it uoulC. seem to be hit::;l1 time for the UniteCl. States 

authorities to stop this sterile exercise and ber·in, seriously and responsibly, 

bilateral and multilateral negotiations on the J;rohibition of the development, 

manufacture and stocl:pilinr.:; of all cheTiical i·reapons and on the destruction 

of such i·reapons. 

Hy delegation, alone; with several other delec;ations. voted ae·a.inst 

resolutions 35/144 C and 36/96 C, because they vere tendentious and 

ill intentioned. Ny country is small and has nothing to hide. but ve cannot 

accept that a Pmrer. in a spirit of vengeance and lJent on discrediting 

r,ry cow.1try in the eyes of vorld public opinion for the siJllple reason that 

its political views are not to the likinp: of that Pouer, could use 

the United I:ations in such an inproper uay. 
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1;y Governr:1.ent · s hands are clean; our conscience is clear, unlike the 

United States Government which poses as a defender of human rights anc".. claims 

to be the leader of the civilized world, and yet it still has on its 

conscience the menory of those who died in Hiroshima and JJagasa1:i, and the 

systematic clestruction of the three countries of Indo-China~ uithout 

mentionine: the massacres of the Palestinian and Lebanese civilians~ usinc 

Iunerican ueapons and ui th .1\.merican support • 

For the reasons that I have :3iven, r.rry d.eler~ation uill vote against 

draft resolution 11./C.l/37 /L. 79. 

IIr. J\.:'.1UI1UGAII (Sincapore): Sir- as this is the first til"1e rr1y c.elefation 

has s-poken in this C01111Uittee~ allou 1,1e to take this op:rortunity to extend 

our congratulations to you on your election as Chairman of the First 

Cm1unittee. I should also lil;:e to extend to you my dele.;ation 1 s ap:9reciation 

of the e~::cellent and objective nanner in uhich you have hancl.led the 

difficult Hork of the Co:t.nnittee. 

In S;?eaking on tllis iten, let me say from the outset that rrry country 

lS resolutely OPlJoset:L to the proc1uction of chemical ueapons by any State 

and to the use of chemical ueapons in any part of the "'torld. 

Itr delegation has examined, over a period of time~ various 

reports and sub111issions to the United nations on the question of the use of 

chemical ueaoons in Af~hanistan anc"':. Kampuchea. He believe that the 

evidence oresented in so111e of these reports, including soae of the evidence 

and submissions examined by the United nations Group of l.Jcperts this year~ 

does indeed point to the use of chemice,l lleapons in Afe:hanistan e,nd ~Cam;mchea. 

Ue rec;ret that the United nations G-roup of Fxperts had_ to worl~ under serious 

eA~ernal constraints this year and did not receive the co-operation necessary 

froB the Governments most directly involved in this issue. 
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He are not entirely satisfied vTith the report of the Group but some 

of its findinr~s and observations are noteworthy and of significance o 

The United I!ations C'roup of :Gxperts examined this year the note ver·hale 

elated 21 June 1982 from the Permanent I.Iission of Canada to the United. liations 

addressed to the Secretary-General) toc~ether 1-1ith the annexed report concerninG 

the possible use of cher.1ical uarfare in South··East Asia. It is sic:;nificant, 

in our viell, that the Group of Experts uas in agreement uith sor,le of the 

key conclusions of the Canadian report. The Group, for instance, ae:;ree(l 

w·itll the conclusion of the Canadian submission that many of the symptoms 

described uere consistent l·rith a type of mycotoxicosis caused by macrocyclic 

trichothecenes, uhich in :man is associated uith the inhalation of toxins and 

their absorption throuth the skino Furthermore the Group of 

Bxperts also agreed w·ith the Canadian submission concerning the question 

of the natural occurance of mycotoxicosis in 'J'hnilando The Canaclian report 

concluded tJ.1at potential producers of trichothecenes e:;~ist in South-:Cast 

Asia, but that neither naturally···occurinr:; diseases due to these toxins occur, 

nor that there are any detectable levels of rnycotoYins in the natural environment. 

The report of the Group of Experts states ex:;Jlicitly on pa~e 20 

that this conclusion uas probably valid for Thailand and the surroundinc:; 

countries. 

The findinc;s of the United I~ations Group of Experts concerninc:; what it 

refers to as well· supportecl allec;ations of chemical attacks on the ICarez 

in Afc;hanistan, that is a.n underground w·ater cane.l . are also extrenely revealing. 

The Group concludes on pa~·e 33 of its report that based on the 

accounts it had received, it uas of the opinion that attacks on the ICarez 

uere not carried out by the use of hic:;h explosives or incendiary ueapons 

but are consistent -vrith the use of some form of harassine, ar·ent 0 The report 

adds that except for prolonged unconsciousness that uas reyorted in some 

cases, the synr.Qtoms reported uere sir.1ilar to Hhat uould be expected fran the 

use of a harassing agent in a confined space. These other symptoms that were 

reported included eye infections) respiratory difficulties, sh:in irritations and 

vorr1itinc;. The reported chemical a[Sent nsecl uas describecl as a greenish liquid. that 

reacted. rapicl~y uith uater, resultinc:; in the evolution of a c-as. 
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In the light of the evidence presented in the report , we can nmv understand 

lvhy the occupying authorities in Afghanistan and Kampuchea, 1vhere chemical weapons 

have reportedly been used, have not permitted the United Nations Group of Experts 

to investigate ana_ to conduct on-,site verification, or otherwise, of the reports 

which it had received. Given these constraints, the conclusion of the Group in 

its report this year, that it could not disregard the circumstantial evidence 

su~gestive of the possible use of some sort of toxic chemical substance in the 

regions concerned is all the more revealing and sifnificant. 

Mr. _HAGENMAKER~_ (Netherlands): Today the First Committee is called 

upon to consider the report of the Group of Experts appointed by the Secretary~ 

General to investigate the report on the alleged use of chemical weapons. I 

note in passing that the United States Department of State has recently issued 

an important report containing an update on chemical warfare in South·-East Asia 

and Afghanistan, that is now distributed as document A/C.l/37/10, ~Vhich my 

authorities will study carefully. 

\ve listened with interest to what the representative of the United States 

had to say in this recard this morning. 

The report under consideration, document A/37/259, is an impressive one. First 

of all, it displays the meticulous way the Group went about the execution of its 

tasx. This is an important fact to note~ since it provides the scientific 

background ae;ainst which the Group 1 s final conclusions should be read. 

vlith respect to substance the delegation of the Netherlands wishes to make 

the following e;eneral observation. The Group's mandate was limited to the alleged 

use of chemical weapons. For this very reason the reader will find that the Group 

had, so to say, to dismiss certain reports that should, in all likelihood, be 

ascribed to high explosive or incendiary ''conventional'' munitions. 

At this point, I should like to dwell briefly and to restate the fundamental 

position of the Government of the Netherlands that any use of force in international 

relations should be condemned in all circumstances, except in self-defence, in 

accordance vrith Article 51 of the Charter. Vle are distressed by the suffering 

caused by so-called conventional conflicts in all regions of the world. In all 

such cases we recognize that for those ~Vho were victimized there is no ultimate 

justification for bloodshed. 
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'\lhy, then, is it that the General Assembly is concerninc; itself in particular 

1ritl1 the allec;ed use of chPmical weapons? The only lec;itimate answer -· hmrever 

unsatisfactory it r,1ay be - to that question is that the international conmmnity 

decided more than 50 years ac;o to outlaw the use of chemical and bioloc;ical w·eapons 

as incompatible 1-Titll the accepted norms of civilization. The community of nations 

has adopJced t1m international instruments of il!lportance and relevance to the subject 

matter: the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and the 1972 Convention on the Prohibition 

of the Development 5 Production and Stocl;:pilinc; of Dacterioloc;ical ( Bioloc;ical) 

and Toxin \Teapons and on Their Destruction. It can readily be regretted that, in 

doinG; SQ, international law has taken care of only one family of ueaponry -vrithin 

the larger catee;ory of weapons of mass destruction. A modest attempt to restrain 

the use of :;are1y less terrifying weaponry of the conventi':mal type -vras ;nac1e 

subsequently through the adoption of a United Nations Convention containinc; 

protocols on particularly cruel weaponry such as incendiary weapons. That 

Convention, however, is not yet in force and does not yet enjoy the undisputed 

authority of the rule of lm,r that the prohibition of the use of chemical or 

biological weapons enjoys. 

Thus, we may legitimately be selective in concentratine; our concern here and 

nov on chemical and biolo[;ical weapons, for it serves the purpose of upholding 

the small mnount of asreement that has so far been achieved in the field of arms 

lu1itation and disarmament. It is for this reason that we cannot be accused of 

actinG; in a discriminatory manner when we focus on reports of the use of chemical 

vmapons. 

The delegation of the Netherlands vmuld at the same time like to stress that 

it by no means feels reassured uhen it reads in the report that certain phenomena 

have to be explained by the use of so~called conventional weapons, and that it 

feels even less at ease when certain consistent stateElents of witnesses ~ such 

as those on the 11rapid decomposition of bodies' 1 as cited in paragraphs 131 and 132 

of the report - cannot easily be reconciled with the use of any known chemical 

a(Sent at all. 

The report is most affirmative on t-vm allegations, in respect of which 

the circumstantial evidence could not be disregarded by the Group. One of these 

concerns the possible use of harassing agents in the underground -vmter canals 

in Afghanistan. Details are given in paragraphs 119 to 122 of the report. Further 
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(Mr. Hagenma}:ers. Netherlands) 

details can be found in the report of the United States Department of State. The 

concentrations used were apparently sufficiently hi3h to inflict lethal effects 

on a number of victims under the circumstances prevailing. lTotwithstandine; the 

stronc.; circ1.:unstantial evidence, the Group stops just short of declarin£; the 

case proven 9 because 9 while it can avail itself of witnesses, and whereas tbe 

accused has no alibi, the chemical a[;ent used has not reached the Group in any 

palpable form. 

The other example concerns the evidence su[;gestive of the possible use of some 

sort of toxic chemic8.l substance in the area where the H1 mong peol)le live. On this 

question too the Group of Experts has been understandably cautious. It has 

carefully analyzed and, on i1nportant aspects, refuted a 11 critique prepared by 

experts·; submitted by the Permanent Representative of the USSR in reaction to 

a report by the Department of State to the Consress of the United States of 

America~ this '1critique'' purported to attribute the occurrence of trichothecene 

mycotoxins to natural ori(;ins (see paragaphs 51 to 57 of the report). 

Conversely, the Group confirmed -vrith respect to Thailand and surrounding 

countries the findine;s of the Canadian Government that naturally occurring 

diseases due to these toxins do not occur in those countries and that there are 

no detectable levels of mycotoxins in the natural environment. The Group 

confirmed another Canadian submission, of 25 November 1981 on the so-called 

II:mong incident, and judr;ed the possibility of natural explanations of a report 

submitted by the United States on 20 May 1982 to be 11 extremely remote 11
• Both 

submissions concluded that the statements and analytical results alil;:e were 

compatible with the use of mycotoxins. 

1n1y then could the Group not prove the use of trichothecene mycotoxins altogether? 

Because under prevailing constraints it could not possibly confirm the one missing 

element of proof: namely, the origin of samples the analysis of which had turned 

out to be positive but which the Group had not collected itself. Another definite 

problem was apparently the confirmation of the integrity of the so-called chain 

of custody of the samples t:;athered by the Group and others all the way from the 

location of their orisin to the laboratory. 

Technical and political difficulties - at least two States concerned refused 

any co~operation to the Group and would not admit it to their territories -

precluded the United Nations from establishing unequivocally where the truth lies. 
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The active co-·operation of the Government of the netherlands 1vith the 

work of the experts was not prompted by a desire to defame one or more States. 

On the contrary, the Government of the Netherlands is convinced that any doubts 

with respect to cor,rQliance w·ith the international instruments in force should 

be allayed in vievr of the importance my Government attaches to further measures 

of arms limitation and disannament, and for humanitarian reasons. Ne~otiations 

on further measures, such as a total ban on chemical weapons, cannot prosper 

in the absence of confidence in compliance 1·fith -previous measures. Our humanitarian 

incentive is our desire to stop the gradual extermination of political 

and ethnic national e;roups by sinister and outla1-red means of vrarfare. 
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As re~ards draft resolution A/C.l/37/1.79, the representative of the 

USSR tl:ough fit to cast doubts on the origin of that text as well as on the 

text of resolutions 35/144 C and 36/69 C. In fact, he suggested that those 

texts had been prepared elseuhere. This is, of course, a baseless allegation. 

I have stated the reasons why the Netherlands Government played an active 

role in this matter. The text of the draft resolution presented to the 

First Con®ittee is the joint responsibility of the representatives of the 

sovereign States Hl:ich sponsored draft resolution A/C.l/37/1.79, and no 

otl:er. 

i'Jy delegation is confident that the General Assembly uill shortly adopt 

procedures vi th a vie"l·r to assuring this aim in the future. This is our 

sincere hope. 

He appreciate and respect the report of the Group of Experts, prepared 

under difficult circumstances, and we are therefore a sponsor of draft 

resolution A/C.l/37/1.79. Ue strongly hope t:tat other delegations uill 

lil~:.e1vise be guided by the motives I have mentioned and will therefore vote 

in favour of tl:at draft resolution. 

The CHAIRI.fAH: Defore adjourning, I call on the Secretary of the 

Committee to make an announcement. 

Ivlr. RATHORE (Secretary of the Committee): I should like to inform 

the Committee that the follouinc; countries have become sponsors of the 

follo-vling drafts: dra:ft resolution A/C .1/37/1. 73/Rev .2, Hadagascar, 

Nic:er and Peru~ draft resolution A/C.l/37/1.77) Higer~ draft 

resolution A/C.l/37/1.78, Congo, Panama and l.Iali; draft resolution A/C.l/37/1.79o 

Spain and Turkey. 

The meeting rose at 1.25 p.m. 




